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Two New York Times and USA Today bestselling novels together at last!This is the remarkable

story of one endearing dog's search for his purpose over the course of several lives. More than just

another charming dog story, W. Bruce Cameron's A Dog's Purpose touches on the universal quest

for an answer to life's most basic question: Why are we here?Heartwarming, insightful, and often

laugh-out-loud funny, A Dog's Purpose is not only the emotional and hilarious story of a dog's many

lives, but also a dog's-eye commentary on human relationships and the unbreakable bonds

between man and man's best friend. This moving and beautifully crafted story teaches us that love

never dies, that our true friends are always with us, and that every creature on earth is born with a

purpose.When Buddy is reborn in A Dog's Journey, he realizes that he has a new destiny. He's

overjoyed when he is adopted by a vibrant but troubled teenager. When they are suddenly

separated, Buddy despairsâ€•who will take care of his girl?A charming and heartwarming story of

hope, love, and unending devotion, A Dog's Journey asks the question: Do we really take care of

our pets, or do they take care of us?
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I read the first book this summer and it is fabulous. Be prepared to laugh and be prepared to cry. A

must read for every dog lover! I'm getting this boxed set for sure! I just can't decide whether to give

it as a gift or to keep it myself!

What a great author. Life through the eyes of a dog. What sensitivity and creativity to show the dogs



mind as he passes through life's difficult mazes and non-verbal communication. Bruce really

understands his subject and what love he shares. I cried and laughed, as did my sister (who warned

me, when she read it first) and roommate (Who wanted to toss the book after the first death). We all

just bonded with the dog sooooo much. We all (three of us) loved this book and are now reading all

Bruce Cameron's other books.This is a lovely find for animal (dog) LOVERS

These stories were written from the perspective of the protagonist in the set, a dog who lived a

succession of different lives. The author did an excellent job of characterizing how a dog might think

- simple, loving, completely devoted to his "humans". The set was recommended to me by a friend

and after I read the series, I have given the books to several of my dog-loving friends who also very

much enjoyed both books.

I bought this book from another seller, however this is a great price and much more importantly one

of the best books I have ever read. I read a great deal and try to donate my books their is one book I

kept and I will reread it again. Anyone that is an animal lover will love these books.

Beautiful stories! I highly recommend for any dog lovers. I gave this box set as a gift to a friend, I

also bought just the 1st book, A Dog's Purpose, for my brother. The 2nd book is a bit more targeted

towards a female audience (IMO) but the 1st book works well for a male or female reader. I loved

them both!

Awesome set of books - totally different way of thinking about how dogs might think and definitely

an alternate perspective on what happens when (if?) they leave us. Rollercoaster ride of ups and

downs - your heart sinks at a loss but is then lifted up as you read on! Must read for any true dog

lover - even if you don't end up believing the general premise - there is so much more to take away

from this set of books. Highly recommended! (Also - great transition from one book to another - ever

wish a book wouldn't end? This set is very cohesive and carries the story on seamlessly. Only

problem is - I didn't want the second book to end either!)

I loved how it took me through the journey of a dogs soul to always be with the one they love and

care for even if it takes many lives to do so. I did think that the second book seemed to be a bit

drawn out and is a continuation of the first but it is worth it to make it to the end which solidifies the

whole purpose. This book is great for those of us who love our dogs and miss them so much after



they leave us through death. It warms the heart for those who believe that there is so much more

beyond what we can comprehend.

Best books I've read hands down. Makes you really think differently about your animals at home.
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